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Abstract
Once a software library is deployed, it is extremely difficult to modify published types. Every new version has
to preserve backward compatibility with existing applications. This limits the number of changes that may be applied to the public classes defined in the library. We present
a tool that assists developers in maintaining the consistency
of a shared library with the existing software. It allows
for greater flexibility in evolving the library’s functionality
by supporting a wide range of changes.

1. Introduction
Backward compatibility of public classes and interfaces
is one of those concerns that may limit the development
of any software product. Once published (i.e. deployed),
classes and interfaces may only change in a very limited
way, otherwise the applications compiled and linked against
them may stop working correctly. For instance, if a method
in the API is renamed, the developer is obliged to keep
the old one, too, marking it as deprecated. Although widely
used, this practice bloats the API and does not guarantee
that the method will not be used by new software packages.

with a set of adapters [3] that constitute a redirection layer
between the old and new API types. This approach allows
for a large spectrum of changes to the classes and interfaces,
such as renaming and removing types and their members, or
modifying the signatures of methods.

2. Adapter Development Environment
The development of adapters is a tedious and
monotonous process. The environment we have created is
meant to ease this work.
Figure 2. Adapter Development Environment
encapsulates the compiler and a heuristics
engine that help developers create adapters
between two versions of assemblies.

1. First, old and new versions of assemblies are compared
by the heuristic engine which tries to identify elements
they have in common.
2. Next, the resulting source file is edited by the developer, who amends and completes the source.
3. Finally, the compiler generates the adapters.

Figure 1. Interface adaptation. After the upgrade applications use a type-identical set
of interfaces that redirect the calls to their
new versions.
In order to alleviate the problem of API evolution of one
of our ERP systems, we have created a tool that allows for
the adaptation of different versions of shared libraries. As
the system’s API is mostly used by third-party companies,
we assumed unavailability of their sources at the adaptation
time.
Figure 1 presents an overview of our approach. The general idea is to supplement the new version of the library

Figure 2 presents the components of the tool and the related
workflow: All the work is performed within a development
environment the developers are accustomed to (see Figure 3). The method bodies are defined in a special-purpose
C#-like programming language, which supports multiple
versions of the same type in one source file and features
partial type inference and strict type checking.

Figure 3. The Adapter Development Environment integrated into the Visual Studio suite.

3. Related Work
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4. Conclusions
Although the presented tool does not eliminate the burden of preserving the semantic backward compatibility, it
allows for a wide range of changes applicable to an API
in a backward compatible manner. Moreover, in contrast
to similar approaches our tool:
1. is transparent for existing applications, and
2. does not require access to their sources.
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A. Tool Presentation
Slides: Brief Introduction to API Adaptation
We will begin our presentation with a summary of our
approach in order to sketch the general idea of API
adaptation and to explain all the terms we will use
in the demo.
Demo: Adapting an Application
In the demo we will apply our tool to the real interfaces
of our ERP system.
1. We will present a very simple application that imports information from external sources of data
into the system using its API.
2. We will present the outcome of the program the imported information will be visible in our
system.
3. We will adapt the interfaces and upgrade the system.
4. Once again we will run our importing application and show that the data has been imported
into the new version of the system.

B. Screenshots

